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Suicide Princess()
 
Expressing what you feel by writing it down will take da burden a bit and feeling
better.
Able to express my emotion on the poems so other can feel the emotion as well.
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**sweet Wickedness**
 
When she looks at her self in the mirror
She cant believe what she has become twisted and wicked
Unable to remember the sweet and happy little girl she once was
Life seems obscure and dead more nd more each day
All she can do is wait till her last breath leaves her withering body
So she can once again be that sweet and happy little girl
 
Suicide Princess
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Cutting The Pain Away
 
Running out of ways to realease the pain
Until it crossed my mind
The pain was so strong i couldnt think straight
I just wanted something to make it stop
The sharp stinging of the razor on my wrists calmed me down
I closed my eyes and took a long deep breath
I realize that one cut wasn't enough to set me free
 
Suicide Princess
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Her Last
 
A fake smile so they cant see that shes crying inside
Living each day hopping it was her last
Going to bed praying to god to end her life tonight
Wishing for eternal sleep and to finaly be free
Self mutilation getting deeper and deeper into the flesh
Body so numb that feels is rotting away slowly
Every day shes alive wishing, hopping, praying it was her last
 
Suicide Princess
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The Beauty Of Winter
 
Winter my favorite season of all.
Falling down covering this filthy world.
Beautiful and pure every inch of it.
Can the people notice the sparkle in the snow
All they care about is if they`ll have enough money
They cant see the calmness it brings to the world.
The times that it made kids smile and families unite
Pure and white that covers this filthy world.
 
Suicide Princess
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Why?
 
A click of a button thats all it took to change my life.
We talked like we knew eachother for ever
We continued to write each other everyday
Not caring that we were on opposite sides of the world
You had everything a normal human hoped for
I still cant believe the pain he caused you even though he said he cared
You started working nonstop to forget the pain
Until that tragic nite that you decided to end it all
Tears fell down my face when i heard the news
Unable to believe that you were gone forever.
 
Suicide Princess
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